
Hello, 
 
Thanks for ordering this amazing yet simple device.  I call it a "pattern interrupt"  for changing the mental & physical 
do loop we all get in.  For example, when we have an allergy or an allergic reaction we can introduce the laser light 
frequency of 650 Hz (the laser is 650 Nanometers) - a healthy cell vibrates at 650 Hz .... when we are sick, diseased, 
out of flow, depressed - we have a pattern or program in the body/mind vibrating at a much lower frequency.  When 
we introduce the 650Hz in the ear (Auricular-therapy -acupuncture of the ear), we send light through all the meridians 
in the body razing the lower frequencies up to match the laser.  It's like a ball rolling down hill and automatically  goes 
to the area of deficiency.  You can’t do too much nor do it wrong:-)  
I recommend using the laser in the ear (painting the front mostly and then the back of each ear) for several minutes 
while stating the issue in your mind - ex: "...this allergic reaction... this allergic reaction...etc.  I sometimes do this 
while driving for 5 -10 min. - just after I think I've come in contact with the allergen. Doing this repeatedly will help 
you to NOT have the reaction.  And as you do this several times, maybe twice a day, you will find that you may not 
need the laser.  You may want to start up again just to "set" the frequency.   
 
Also, I have had several therapists report success with people in pain.  Using the laser on the body where did-
harmony is felt also helps with raising the frequency in that area, thus creating harmony.   
 
Please see the attached files for reference.  BUT, the best place to learn is at www.allergyantidotes.com and go to the 
right for "Free Download" - Sandi will show you how! 
 
All the best in health and happiness, 
Bob 
PS.  Please feel free to call me for further assistance - Rhode Island 401-207-6008 
 
 

Cold or Low Level Laser Therapy Device 
 
This powerful Laser Therapy Device operates at 650 nm (nano meters) with a very unique feature of 100 
points of light for a more powerful flow and vibrational coverage. It has almost no heat and is known as a “cold 
laser therapy”, or “low level laser therapy” (LLLT). The 650nm wavelength of this laser looks hot but is cool to 
the touch and is actually very soothing. A healthy cell vibrates at a range of 635Hz to 650Hz. This intense laser 
light acts as a tuning fork and helps to increase the vibration of the cells to a healthy level. This frequency of 
vibration travels the complete length of all meridian pathways and effects the whole body. It is powered by two 
AAA batteries and is a handy, sturdy travel companion. 
 

 
 



 


